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Traditionally focused on storage, the vendor is looking to position its offerings as app-centric infrastructure perfor-
mance monitoring.
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Virtual Instruments continues to work to expand its monitoring capabilities, focusing now on its abilities to 
surface insights into application performance via the data it collects about storage and other infrastructure. 
It expects to roll out some important new capabilities later this year, including integrations with APM tools, 
that will help round out its app-centric infrastructure performance monitoring messaging.

T H E  4 5 1  TA K E
Virtual Instruments made a name for itself with storage monitoring but it has been expanding into new areas, 
adding infrastructure monitoring, workload simulation (via its merger with Load DynamiX) and virtualization 
monitoring (via 2016’s Xangati acquisition). It is now beginning to bring to market messaging around deliver-
ing application-centric infrastructure performance management. It continues to have a strong product and 
story to tell around storage monitoring, as well as workload simulation, but requires additional development 
(some of which is on its roadmap) around application insight. While on-premises and legacy deployments have 
served Virtual Instruments well, we think that it should prioritize development of a cloud-monitoring strategy 
that integrates with its other products in order to serve the growing population of cloud workloads. Integra-
tion between VirtualWisdom and Xangati, which has only just begun, could help Virtual Instruments pursue 
cloud-monitoring use cases.

C O N T E X T
Based in San Jose in offices that now combine Virtual Instruments and Xangati from the same location, Virtual Instruments 
counts about 550 customers, including 400 that buy support contracts and several primarily Xangati customers that are not 
active. Its customers are often large enterprises and they include Lloyds of London, T-Mobile, Unilever and the US Air Force.
The company has about 250 employees. Revenue for 2016 was more than $60m.

P R O D U C TS
Virtual Instrument’s goal is to monitor everything from the hypervisor down, doing correlation across data collected from 
different vendors and types of hardware, and then analyzing the data to map the infrastructure to the application and as-
sist in identifying the cause of problems. Its VirtualWisdom product collects data in a variety of ways, including wire data 
from SAN and NAS performance probes and machine data from network and compute probes.
It offers both hardware- and software-based options, with the hardware products offering more granular detail. Since 
most modern (server-centric) infrastructure and app-monitoring products today don’t require a hardware investment, 
Virtual Instruments faces a hurdle in selling its application-centric infrastructure performance-monitoring vision to new 
customers. Its software options help, although they don’t offer feature parity. However, Virtual Instruments has discovered 
that demonstrating the depth of insight available via its hardware products goes a long way toward closing a hardware 
deal. Its emergency troubleshooting service offers an excellent opportunity for Virtual Instruments to demonstrate the 
power of its equipment, with its team responding as part of a temporary engagement to solve a particular problem and 
sometimes ultimately selling its hardware solutions.
Virtual Instruments also offers a sophisticated analytics product that automatically identifies problem areas such as traf-
fic balance issues, does anomaly detection and surfaces the likely root cause of problems. It currently correlates wire 
data and machine data but plans to add the ability to ingest and correlate data from third-party APM tools, a capabil-
ity expected in the VirtualWisdom 5.4 release coming later this year. That’s a key capability that will better enable the 
application-centric perspective that Virtual Instruments is currently pushing. Virtual Instruments would do well to partner 
with the APM providers that its customers use most – given its enterprise customer base, those tools likely include both 
legacy APM products and newer breed tools like AppDynamics – to both deliver a tight integration and build awareness 
of its capabilities through a marketing push.
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Also to come in the 5.4 release will be new dashboards targeted at new user roles, such as visualizations display-
ing KPIs relevant to C-level executives. The integrations with APM and other adjacent tools will make these dash-
boards more useful and should contribute to Virtual Instrument’s value to customers.
The forthcoming release will also deepen the integration with ServiceNow, with which VirtualWisdom currently 
has bi-directional capabilities around opening and closing cases but in the future will allow VirtualWisdom to 
ingest app and service models and configuration items from ServiceNow. On the roadmap beyond 5.4 is the abil-
ity to pinpoint whether a change might have contributed to problems, a capability that we see as increasingly 
important in today’s dynamic environments.
Virtual Instruments also expects version 5.4 to include deeper integration between VirtualWisdom and Xangati. 
The current version of VirtualWisdom includes Xangati’s VMware VSAN monitoring.
Virtual Instruments also does storage workload analysis via Load DynamiX, an appliance that generates workloads 
for the purposes of optimizing storage systems and identifying performance issues.

C O M P E T I T I O N
We are increasingly hearing variations of Virtual Instrument’s ‘app-centric infrastructure performance monitoring’ 
message from vendors that are combining application and infrastructure monitoring, although in most cases ‘in-
frastructure’ refers to server or network. While Virtual Instruments does collect data about servers, it’s best known 
for storage monitoring. AppDynamics, New Relic and Datadog are among the vendors that are now offering ap-
plication and infrastructure monitoring, with various degrees of integration between the two capabilities. While 
these vendors offer different approaches to monitoring than Virtual Instruments does, they aim to solve some of 
the same monitoring challenges and thus may represent competition.
Among these, AppDynamics, now a part of Cisco, may be the one that Virtual Instruments should keep its clos-
est eye on, despite also offering partnership opportunities. Now that it has AppDynamics and Tetration, Cisco’s 
monitoring aspirations may grow and if it more seriously pursues storage or SAN monitoring in the future, it could 
represent a threat to Virtual Instruments.
Other vendors that collect wire data, like NetScout and ExtraHop, are similarly building out application visibility 
from their network-monitoring perspectives. While their feature and capability sets don’t align directly with Vir-
tual Instruments’, they could represent threats insofar as customers may decide to leverage a wire data vendor for 
expanded app insights.



SWOT ANALYSIS
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STRENGTHS
Virtual Instruments has strong relationships 
with its large enterprise customers and is in 
a good position to expand the ways that it 
serves them.

WEAKNESSES
Virtual Instruments is known as a storage-
monitoring vendor and will need to continue 
to develop its product and marketing in order 
to expand its appeal.

OPPORTUNITIES
Virtual Instruments’ technologies collect rich 
data that can offer valuable insight into the 
performance of increasingly complex appli-
cations, allowing it to meet the needs of cus-
tomers struggling to gain visibility into their 
operations.

THREATS
Virtual Instruments’ bread and butter has 
been monitoring on-premises environments 
and while we expect on-premises to continue 
to be significant, cloud shouldn’t be underes-
timated – and hasn’t been by other leading 
monitoring vendors.


